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ABOUT
Onde is a smooth sound-surfing platformer that lets you ride
waves through an ethereal world.

• Smooth, intuitive puzzle-platforming: create ephemeral
paths along waves of sound and light to follow your calling

Dive into a world filled with sounds. Let gentle tunes carry
you fluidly on your way through abstract landscapes.

• Ethereal, adaptive soundscapes: conduct soothing sounds
as you navigate through melodic environments

Learn to create and follow ephemeral paths of sound and
light. Let whimsical companions guide you through a delicate world that changes from clear lines to swirls of color,
from bursts of single notes to soothing sound spheres. Tune
in to the soundscapes surrounding you and feel the world
around you come alive with wonders.

• Meditative experience: organic movement, fluid gameplay
and relaxing sounds make for a Zen-like journey

Trust the cycle, resonate with the flow and ascend to what
is yet to become.

• Elegant abstract artwork: a serene world that changes
from clear lines to swirls of color during this journey of life

• A world filled with wonders: from the deepest ocean to the
depths of outer space, explore manifold areas along your
way, each sporting unique visuals and puzzle mechanics

CONCEPT
Onde wants the player to feel at ease in its world: Its light
puzzles, soft and bright colors and ambient sounds aim to
create a soothing atmosphere, where the player can enjoy
the game as a whole without ludonarrative dissonance.
In the game’s minimalist universe, the player can create
their own story, drawing from the game’s world and the
sounds and visual elements that surround them. In that
regard, Onde is like a sky full of clouds: though the shapes
are simple and abstract, they allow for imagining anything
in their shapes.
While the player learns to create and follow ephemeral
paths, the sound-filled surroundings change from dark crystalline caves to brightly colored skies. Each new area that
they travel through brings about unique visuals and adds
more variations to the core puzzle mechanic of creating
and riding along circles.

The path through the world of Onde is the same for every
player, but the way they follow it subtly affects the surrounding world and its soundscape: The game doesn’t want the
player to get stuck and frustrated, but to follow their intuition
for a seamless, coherent experience. Onde’s puzzles are
still challenging at times, as the player has to figure out the
right way and the right timing to go, but the adaptive music
as well as the main character’s tiny companions are there to
guide them.
Onde is all about flux: the player doesn’t die, they just relocate when they can’t reach their goal, while the surrounding
world keeps on living. There are no highscores, no time pressure and no game overs: Resonating with the flow, trusting
the journey and enjoying the audio-visual ride through this
world filled with wonders are the core experiences of the game.

ART AND MUSIC
Onde takes the player into a serene world where they
create paths along waves of sound and light to embark on
a journey of life — from the deep sea to outer space, always
accompanied by ethereal adaptive soundscapes.
Onde’s visual style is inspired by Art Nouveau and its fascination with nature, depicted in an ornamental way also
found in mandalas. Another major inspiration is Land Art,
particularly its idyllic, geometrically organized panoramas.
Land Art draws from the idea that mathematics provides a
structural framework for the physical world: Onde recreates
the intriguing patterns found everywhere in nature that can
be described with mathematics and that provide structure
to the physical world. Artistically, one could speak of a
“Land Art Nouveau” style.

The idea that mathematics and music are the only two languages that can explain the architecture of nature dates
back to the Greek philosopher Pythagoras (around 575–475
BCE). Onde attempts to capture this fascinating idea, which
is evident in the exquisite, self-repeating patterns of fractals,
for example.
Onde plays like an animated, interactive music album.
Inspired by meditation music and downbeat electronic
music like trip hop, Onde’s diegetic soundtrack is created
by the world surrounding the player and responds to their
actions. It includes rich horizontal and vertical layering as
well as procedural composition for dynamic elements as
well as some rhythmic gameplay.

STORY
Part puzzle-platformer, part chill rhythm game, Onde tells a
story only through its visuals and its music.
Deep in the stillness of underground caves carved into rocks
and crystal, removed from the world, there is an empty shell.
Yet, life finds its way through the darkness, and by filling the
shell, sparks a light. With the light comes a sound, and the
waves of this communion ripple in all directions.
A new being sets out to follow their lead to discover a world
of wonders and witness life unfolding on its way.
Will the tiny creature get through the dark spaces to find
that it is darkness that makes light really shine?

PRESS RECEPTION
“Surf on sound waves through the lovely game world and
go on a musical trip that is second to none. … (an) almost
liberating experience.”
Mandy Strebe, Giga

“Visually, nothing distracts you from your task, (…) the world
unfolds to small moments of visual awe upon completion of
a puzzle, which makes advancing even more satisfying. (…)
this game may actually be like meditation.”
Malindy Hetfeld, Unwinnable.com

“A wonderfully minimalistic platformer with a fantastic,
unique twist. Puzzles become tricky to solve but always
lovely to discover. (…) The music behind (it) is just as beautiful
— complementing the game greatly.”
Jupiter Hadley, BigBossBattle.com

“Pure mediation. Soothing, pleasant and indescribable in
its abstract beauty.”
Benja Hiller, welcometolastweek.de

DEV HISTORY
Onde (formerly oQo) started out as a project at Global
Game Jam 2017 in Toulouse/France, where the core team
Maxime Vican (Lance), Florent Réfrégé (Lance) and Grégoire
“Grhyll” Jandot dit Danjou (3-50) first met and partnered up.
They wanted to bring to life the idea of a game that lets you
generate and surf waves to move along.
The game has changed and expanded in many ways from
the original prototype in the course of the following years. Its
serene world of light and sound attracted favorable attention at events like FEFFS (Strasbourg European Fantastic Film
Festival) 2017 or PLAY Paris by PAX 2018 and was selected for
awards and festivals like IndieCade, the Prix Arte Creative at
Indie Game Contest 2017 or the Indie Prize London 2018.
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LANCE & 3-50

Fascinated by games, Florent Réfrégé realized during his
master’s degree in applied arts, right when the indie scene
exploded, that he wanted to create his own games. His final
year project was about interpersonal relationships in video
games, inspired by his experience with “Journey.”

Grégoire “Grhyll” Jandot dit Danjou entered the video
game industry in 2011 through an internship as a programmer with the “Game Bakers”. He felt so comfortable there
that he has stayed with them ever since, working on titles
like Haven, Furi, Squids and Combo Crew.

Onde was made by the studios Lance and 3-50 in the South
of France. The core team met at the Global Game Jam 2017,
where they created the first prototype of Onde.

On this occasion, he met the developer Maxime Vican, with
whom he designed a series of mini-games on Gamemaker
around the theme of “Simulated Friendship”.

During this time he also tinkered with many personal and
mostly quickly abandoned projects. When he met Maxime
and Florent at the 2017 Global Game Jam and their prototype of Onde had some success, they decided to turn it into
a full game.

MIXTVISION

They eventually founded “Lance” to focus on game development and participated in the Global Game Jam 2017
together, where they met Grhyll and developed the first
prototype of Onde.

Grhyll is working on the sound and technical art of Onde,
two areas he loves but doesn’t get to do at the “Game Bakers”.

LANCE
Maxime Vican: Programming, Game Design, Level Design • Florent Réfrégé: Art Direction, Game Design, Level Design
3-50
Grégoire “Grhyll” Jandot dit Danjou: Sound, Technical Art, Additional Programming
ADDITIONAL HELP
Clément Marty: 2D Art • Alyce Dion: 2D Art • Etienne Heller: Marketing Assets, QA • Anthony Ivanov: 3D Modeling
Louise Jandot dit Danjou: 2D Art Intern • Léo Marambat-Patinote: Technical Game Design Intern
FUNDED WITH THE HELP OF

Mixtvision is an award-winning cross-platform publisher
based in Munich, Germany. A dedicated team is working
to publish indie games that resonate with players through
moving stories and gameplay, inspire thoughts and emotions, and leave a lasting impression.
Mixtvision works together with up-and-coming studios on
titles such as “FAR: Lone Sails” (2018) or “A Juggler’s Tale”
(2021) as well as with established studios like Studio Fizbin
to bring exceptional game experiences to the market.
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